
What do shadows tell you?
Equinox : 20 March and 23 September
On equinox days, the sun’s rays falling on earth are perpendicular to the Earth’s
axis. On these days, the duration of day and night are nearly equal. But, you can
also find many other things using observations and calculations. (1/2)

https://bit.ly/3lzPb7M

Materials: flat ground (with direct sunlight), a vertical object, measuring tape
Information needed: longitude of your location
Measure: Gnomon height; Shadow length at for every 10 mins for 80 mins; Shadow length at
12pm IST
Find: minimum shadow length, local noon, North (and other directions), latitude

Setup
Setup a “Gnomon”
Mark a point on flat ground. At this point, place a vertical object (pipe / stump /
yourself). This is your Gnomon.
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Measure the height of the Gnomon.
Height of pipe / stump / yourself
(Note: choose a Gnomon > 20 cm)

When to start experiment :
Find your longitude (using the internet or a map).
Look at the map here to decide when to start your
experiment.

Experiment
Observe shadow length for 80 mins
Start your experiment (depending on your longitude). Every 10 mins, mark the tip
of the shadow on the ground and measure the shadow length.
Measure the shadow length at exactly 12pm IST
Mark the tip of your shadow on the ground and measure the shadow length at
12pm IST.
Share your information.
Fill out a google form linked on the webpage with: Pincode; Gnomon height;
Shadow length at [start], every 10 mins, till [start + 80 min]; Shadow length at
12pm IST.
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What can you find?
Local noon
The time when your shadow is the shortest is called local noon. You can verify
your observation of local noon on the ZSD app.
Why : On each day, at local noon, the sun is at its highest point in the sky and shadows are the
shortest. This is true on any day of the year.

Directions (N, S, E, W)
Join the base of the Gnomon to the marking you made on the ground at local
noon. This is the North-South line. Can you determine all directions from this?
Why : Before local noon, shadows will be to the west and after local noon, shadows will be to
the east. .
Note : On the equinox, the sun rises exactly East and sets exactly West. So, if you observe the
rising or setting point of the sun at the horizon, you can check if this agrees with the directions you
found from your local noon shadow.

Latitude
Draw a right triangle with the object height and its
minimum shadow length. Measure the angle at the
top of this triangle. On the equinox, at local noon,
this angle is equal to your latitude!
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Why : On the equinox, the suns’ rays are perpendicular
to Earth’s axis of rotation and the sun is overhead at
the equator. Therefore at local noon, the angle made
by the sun rays to a vertical object is equal to it’s
latitude.

What else?
Can you use the data you collected or that others collected available on the
webpage to calculate other things?
(Eg: longitude, circumference of the earth, rate of rotation of earth)
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